Guzman y Gomez
Reduces Costs
and Streamlines
Processes With ZUUS
and Infinet Cloud

“Integrating ZUUS and Infinet Cloud means we have all our financials
and payroll in NetSuite, which has enabled us to produce more timely
and cohesive business reporting”
—Robert Hazan
Co-Founder and Finance Director, GYG

Company at a Glance
Location:
Sydney, Australia
URL:
www.guzmanygomez.com

Partner Name:
ZUUS
Location:
Adelaide, Australia
San Francisco, Calif.

Guzman y Gomez is a quick-service Mexican restaurant chain with 53 locations
in Australia.

Challenge
As Guzman y Gomez (GYG) expanded throughout Australia, Co-Founder and
Finance Director Robert Hazan determined the cost of outsourced payroll was
becoming a considerable expense. The GYG accounting staff was also completing
manual data entry and accounting to reconcile the payroll in NetSuite ERP. Hazan
wanted a cloud based payroll system that leveraged his already successful use of
ZUUS (implemented in 2011) and NetSuite (implemented in 2014).

Solution
ZUUS, a workforce management solution that helps eliminate data entry,
enables efficient costed scheduling and provides biometric or PIN based time
and attendance, completed an integration with the Infinet Cloud Payroll module,
which removed manual entry from the payroll process. The collaborative effort of
these SuiteCloud Developer Network (SDN) partners enabled GYG to eliminate
expensive outsourced payroll while leveraging its existing NetSuite investment.

Results
ZUUS plus Infinet Cloud automates payroll and hours worked for more than 500
GYG employees into NetSuite in less than five minutes. The system also classifies
wages into different cost centers so GYG can run customized reports, as needed.
By managing its workforce and completing payroll in NetSuite, GYG was able to
eliminate manual data entry and accounting, which reduced errors and delivered
improved efficiencies. Payroll processing times were reduced, GYG experienced a
cost savings, and the company realized a greater degree of control of its data.
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